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PRESSURE STUDIES OF REENTRANCE BEHAVIORIN H2 OF HoNi2B2C�Younghun Joa, J.-G. Parkay, C.A. Kimb, B.K. Chob, H.C. KimH-C. Ri, Hyeonjin Doha;d, Sung-Ik LeedaDept. of Physis and Institute of Basi Siene, SungKyunKwan UniversitySuwon 404-746, KoreabDepartment of Material Siene and Tehnology, K-JISTKwangju 500-712, KoreaMaterial Siene Lab., Korea Basi Siene Institute, Daejeon 305-333, KoreadNCRI Center for Superondutivity and Department of PhysisPohang University of Siene and Tehnology, Pohang 790-784, Korea(Reeived July 10, 2002)We have investigated pressure dependene of the superondutivity ofHoNi2B2C using high quality single rystals. Upon applying pressures, Twas slightly suppressed unlike TN taken from M(T ) data that inreasesgradually with pressures. At the same time, reentrane behavior found inH2 gets subdued and disappears altogether above 8.3 kbar. Our experi-mental �ndings an be understood in terms of the Ginzburg�Landau typeanalysis.PACS numbers: 74.25.Dw, 75.62.Fj, 74.23.Ha1. IntrodutionThe disovery of superondutivity and magnetism in rare earth nikelboroarbides has revived the very old �eld of researh on how to under-stand a possible interplay between superondutivity and magnetism [1℄.Although 4f eletrons of rare earth elements are responsible for the mag-netism while ondution eletrons, probably 3d bands of Ni, partiipatein the superonduting transition, there may well be interations betweenthe two di�erent types of eletrons oupling the two order parameters ofsuperondutivity and magnetism. This kind of an interplay between thetwo order parameters an be responsible for somewhat anomalous behav-ior observed in (Ho1�xDyx)Ni2B2C, where T shows an abrupt hange near� Presented at the Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems Conferene, Kraków 2002y To whom all orrespondene should be made: jgpark�skku.a.kr(455)



456 Younghun Jo et al.x = 0.2 and beomes x independent for larger Dy onentrations althoughTN does still follow the de Gennes saling behavior [2℄. Another notie-able point is that HoNi2B2C shows reentrane behavior in the temperaturedependene of H2. The anomalous features in the H2(T) of HoNi2B2Chave been subjet to theoretial studies. There have been so far two theo-retial senarios for these anomalies [3, 4℄. The main purpose of our workis to explore how the eletron-phonon oupling an a�et the suppressionof superondutivity and to understand the mehanism of the reentranebehavior in H2(T) of HoNi2B2C. We note that there are similar pressureexperiments [5℄ on HoNi2B2C published before us, but we believe that ourwork addresses diretly the problem of reentrane behavior in H2 with the-oretial alulations. 2. Experimental detailsWe have grown single rystals using the Ni2B high-temperature �uxgrowth method as desribed elsewhere [2℄. Magnetization measurementswere performed using a ommerial SQUID magnetometer (Quantum De-sign, MPMS7) with �elds up to 7 Tesla. Eletrial resistivity measurementswere performed using a standard four-probe DC method with urrent on theab plane, perpendiular to the magneti �eld, from 1:8 to 20 K. Hydrostatipressure was generated up to 12 kbar at room temperature by using a Cu�Beylinder ell [6℄. 3. Results and disussionFigure 1(a) shows the temperature dependene of redued resistivity forHoNi2B2C at several magneti �elds applied along the -axis and at twopressures. At ambient pressure, the resistivity drops rapidly to zero atthe upper superonduting transition temperature and does not show ananomaly at the antiferromagneti transition temperature as seen in otherpolyrystalline samples [7℄. However, even a very small magneti �eld of50 Oe is seen to destroy the superonduting state at the antiferromag-neti transition temperature near 5.6 K before reovering a superondutingstate at lower transition temperature. With inreasing magneti �elds, bothupper and lower superonduting transition temperatures get suppressed.On the other hand, the antiferromagneti transition temperature remainsalmost the same up to 4 kOe whih is in aord with our magnetizationdata. Interestingly enough, with inreasing pressures the superondutingtransition moves toward lower temperatures whereas the antiferromagnetitransition temperature inreases slightly. One note that at 9.8 kbar the up-per superonduting state is very sensitive to magneti �elds. For example,
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependene of the resistivity of HoNi2B2C for several mag-neti �elds at ambient pressure (losed symbols) and 9.8 kbar (open symbols).Temperature dependene of H2 for several pressures.we found that it is destroyed even by applying 30 Oe, the smallest magneti�eld we an ontrol with our set-up. It then means that H2 is very smallfor 9.8 kbar from 5 to 8 K. This observation is in sharp ontrast with thedata taken at ambient pressure. For example, at ambient pressure the up-per superonduting state is not destroyed up to 1.3 kOe. The very strong�eld dependene of the upper superonduting phase at 9.8 kbar is very un-usual and the nature of this upper superonduting state needs to be furtherunderstood.From the resistivity data, we an obtain the temperature dependene ofupper ritial �elds H2 for several pressures and investigate pressure e�etson the superondutivity. H2, determined as zero-resistivity temperaturefor a given �eld, is shown in Fig. 1(b) for four di�erent pressures. As re-ported previously [8℄, at ambient pressure H2 inreases rapidly below Tand shows a pronouned peak around 6 K before falling sharply. Below 5 K,H2 begins to inrease again. This unusual feature is often alled reentranebehavior in H2(T ). With inreasing pressures, the reentrane feature getsrapidly suppressed although the superonduting transition temperature isredued very little. At the same time, the H2 line below 5 K moves towardshigher temperatures, i.e. higher H2 for a given temperature at higher pres-sure. For pressures bigger than 8.3 kbar, this anomalous peak in H2(T )seems to disappear.In order to understand the pressure dependene of H2, we also arriedout model alulations using the Ginzburg�Landau sheme [3℄. For our al-ulations, we used two magneti order parameters: antiferromagneti orderand spiral order, and two superonduting order parameters as desribedin Ref. [3℄. Here we inlude the pressure e�et by adopting pressure de-pendent TN whih originates from the pressure indued enhanement of Jsfdue to the pressures [9℄. Aording to our theoretial results explaining the
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Fig. 2. Theoretial alulations have been made using the model given in Ref. [3℄of the temperature dependene of H2 for HoNi2B2C for several pressures (see thetext).experimental results even at a quantitative level, it is found that possiblemutual interation between the antiferromagneti order and the superon-duting order plays an important role in having suh an anomalous pressuree�et on H2. However, we note that there are some disagreements in detailsbetween the experimental results and the theoretial alulations. Furtherstudies about these disagreements will follow.Works at SungKyunKwan University were supported by the nulearR & D program of the Ministry of Siene and Tehnology and Korea Re-searh Foundation Grant (KRF-2000-015-DP0111).REFERENCES[1℄ Rare Earth Transition Metal Boroarbides (Nitrides): Superonduting, Mag-neti and Normal State Properties, edited by K.-H. M�'uller and V. Narozhnyi,Kluwer Aademi Publishers, Dordreht 2001.[2℄ B.K. Cho et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 163 (1996).[3℄ Hyeonjin Doh et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 5350 (1999).[4℄ A. Amii et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 1800 (2000).[5℄ Y. Uwatoko et al., Physia B 216, 329 (1996).[6℄ Seongsu Lee et al., J. Kor. Phys. So. 39, 671 (2001); H.C. Kim et al., Phys.Rev. B65, 014406 (2001).[7℄ E. Eisaki et al., Phys. Rev. B50, 647 (1994).[8℄ K.D.D. Rathnayaka et al., Phys. Rev. B53, 5688 (1996).[9℄ H. Mihor et al., Phys. Rev. B61, R6487 (2000); J.-H. Choi et al., Phys. Rev.B65, 024520 (2001).


